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On Pizza Arena, you're a hungry pizza chef. You need to work your way up to become the all-
time best pizza chef, and show the world that you're the best pizza chef! Pizza Arena combines
fighting with cooking elements, and combined with the right stragety your victory is certain. But
beware of your friends, because this game is predestinated for trolling. Whether letting the
others burn their pizza or stealing their ingredients for your own pizzas, be careful who you are
messing with. Or are your friendships that harmonic, that you are fighting the ingredient
monsters as a team? Let's figure it out together in the Pizza Arena. Currently Pizza Arena
officially only provides a local multiplayer mode, but it can also be played together online with
Steam's "Remote Play Together". Pizza Arena developed from an ambitious student project of
the Master "Game Engineering and Simulation". Special thanks to the University of Applied
Sciences Technikum Wien. Feel free to contact us at pizzagladiators@gmail.com. The incredibly
fun and visually stunning point-and-click adventure game "Dear Esther" is back! The wonderful
world of "Dear Esther" is a world very different from ours. A beautiful and impressive world which
existed before the Industrial Revolution. A lonely, isolated world, where humanity has perished.
In the cold wastelands of this terrifying world the remnants of a civilization are found. This
desolate world still has one more surprise in store for you. But what on earth is there in a
wasteland, where people no longer exist? --------------------------- I make these videos as
nothingness so that a meaning to life can be found. For the greater part of my life I was seriously
mentally ill. In the last year I have been recovering from a time when I had severe depression
and panic attacks. Now I am doing my best to stay optimistic and happy, because it takes a lot of
work. I created this channel as a direct result of my anxiety and depression which I experienced
for the last 3 years. As I try to improve my outlook, I make this channel to use as an outlet to
show everything in a positive light and keep me positive and happy. Please let me know what
you think and if you could give more positive feedback I would greatly appreciate it. But more
importantly, thank you for watching my video. I try to upload this video every week, so keep an
eye out for more updates. I hope you enjoy my channel, please subscribe and come

Features Key:
Unique 3D graphics&quot;grarish&quot; music and a stylish 3D game view
Over 20 miniboss&rsquo;s you can defeat
Special moves to execute to win
Vaste butiansy, logic-based game play&hellip; goodluck!
Achievements to challenge you
Clear game - avoid crashing
Singing dog voice saying "Eat cheese!"
Gamepad support
Leaderboards for top scorers
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Xbox Live, PlayStation Network and Wii services support
Amazon Appstore
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Pizza Arena Game Key features:

Unique 3D graphics“grarish” music and a stylish 3D game view
Over 20 miniboss’s you can defeat
Special moves to execute to win
Vaste butiansy, logic-based game play… goodluck!
Achievements to challenge you
Clear game – avoid crashing
Singing dog voice saying “Eat cheese!”
Gamepad support
Leaderboards for top scorers
Xbox Live, PlayStation Network and Wii services support
Amazon Appstore
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